
3r:troducti*n
Toys are some of the technologies that can be made in the school. Toys can
be made from different materials. They can also be classified in a number
of ways.

The costing of toys depends on a number of factors. If a person wants to
sell toys, he or she must market them.

In this unit you wili:
. identify different gpes of toys
. design different Vpes of toys
. make different types of toys
o cost different Vpes of toys

Activitlms
Activity 1" Identifying types of toys
1 In groups, list different materials that can be used to make toys.

2 Classify the toys that have been provided.

3 Explain how you have classified the toys.

4 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Activity ? Making different types of toys
1 In groups, choose toys that you can make.

2 Design the toys you would like to make.

3 List the resources you will use for making the toys you have chosen.

4 Discuss the steps for making the toys.

5 Make the toys following the steps you have outlined.
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6 Explain how the toys work.

7 Display the toys for evaluation.

A*tiv€ty 3 Discussing ways of marketing toys

l- In groups, discuss the factors to consider when determining the cost of
a toy.

2 Determine the prices of the toys that you have made and fix the prices
on them.

3 Discuss ways of marketing the toys.

4 Display your toys for marketing.

ffiaxrcrnnmry
Toys can be classified as wooden, clay, papeL cartorL wire or plastic. The

cost of toys depends on a number of factors such as materials used, time

taken to make the toy, and attractiveness of the toy. Toys can be marketed
through many ways including the following: advertising, displaying and

organising a showcase.

S&,wwfrew ffiK*r*Es€
1 Give any four examples of toys.

2 What three factors would you consider when costing toys?

#!*ss*ry
*msting: estimating how much money is required for something

shcxseas*: a situation for showing something to a large number of
people
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EntroduetHmxr
The teaching and learning process requires the use of various technologies.
Examples of such technologies are the chalkboard and pens.

In this unit, you wili:
. identify classroom technologies
. improvise classroomtechnologies

A'C{frWfrfffiffiS

Activity X" Identifying classroom technologies
L In groups/ brainstorm technologies that are used for teaching and

Iearning.

2 Discuss how these technologies are used.

3 Discuss the materials from which the technologies are made.

4 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Activity 2 Discussing the problems affecting classroom
technologies

L In groups, brainstorm the problems that affect classroom technologies.

2 Discuss the problems affecting classroom technologies.

3 Discuss possible solutions to the problems affecting classroom

.technologies.
4 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Aetivity 3 Improving classroom technologies
1 In groups, choose a classroom technology that you can improvise.

2 List the resources for making the technology that you have chosen.

3 Discuss the steps for making the technology that you have chosen.

4 Collect the resources for making the chosen technology.

5 Present your ideas to the class for discussion.
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6 Make the technology following the steps that you have outlined.

7 Test the technology that you have made.

8 Explain to the class how the technology works.

9 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of improvised technologies.

10 Discuss ways of caring for and storing classroom technologies.

11, Display your technologies for discussion.

ffiu*nmcary
There are many technologies that can be used in the classroom. These

include paper, rulers, chalkboards, pens, tables, protractors and pairs of

compasses. Many of these can be improvised using locally available

resources. The improvised technologies have advantages and advantages.

Classroom technologies can be stored in a number of ways. Some of the

ways are by using boxes, stands, shelves and hangers'

Rmvfiew exerci$e
L Name any one classroom technology and give its use.

2 \Mhat is the importance of using classroom technologies?

3 State any two disadvantages of using improvised classroom

technologies.

#F*ssary
eEassE*om technclogy: resources or materials used for teaching and

learning

impr*vise: make something from locally available
resources instead of acquiring a commercial
one
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$ss*n'oductien
Food is usually cooked before it is eaten. Cooking makes food nice to eat
and easy to digest. There are several methods of cooking food. In Standard
6, you learnt about boiling and steaming methods of cooking food.

In this unif you will:
. describe stewing and frying methods of cooking
. cook food using stewing method
. cook food using frying method

Aw*frw**$mm
Activity ? Discussing stewing as a method of cooking
1 In groups, brainstorm the meaning of the term'stewing'.

2 Discuss the meaning of the term'stewing'.

3 Discuss suitable foods for stewing.

4 Discuss guidelines for stewing.

5 In groups, discuss advantages and disadvantages of stewing.

6 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Aetfwfty ? Practising stewing beef with vegetables
1 In groups/ collect all the ingredients you will need for stewing beef

with vegetables.

2 Observe the demonstration of the stewing of beef with vegetables.

3 Stew beef with vegetables by following the instructions in the recipe
provided.

4 Serve the stew.

5 Display your stew for evaluation.

A,ctivitS' S Discussing frying as a method of cooking
1 In groups, brainstorm the meaning of the term'frying'.

2 Discuss the meaning of the term 'frying'.
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3 Discuss any three methods of frying.

4 Discuss suitable foods for each of the fryi.g methods.

5 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of frying food.

6 Discuss guidelines for frying.

7 Report your work to the class for discussion.

,&ctivity 4 Practising frying banana fritters

L In groups, collect all the ingredients and materials you will need for

frying banana fritters.

2 Observe the demonstration on how to make a mixfure for banana

fritters by following the instructions in the recipe provided.

3 Make a mixture of banana fritters by following the instructions in the

recipe provided.

4 Observe the demonstration on how to fry banana fritters.

5 Fry the banana fritters.

6 Serve the banana fritters.

7 Display the banana fritters for evaluation.

Smaxrrmae"y
Food can be cooked using different methods. Stewing is cooking food in

liquid for a long time to soften it. Frying is cooking food in hot fat or oil.

Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages.

To cook food successfully, there is need to know the guidelines of a

particular method of cooking before using it. This helps to conserve the

mrtrients in the food.

ffi*v$mw swgr€Esffi
1 \A4rat is the difference between frying and stewing methods of

cooking?

2 Give two guidelines for stewing.

3 What are the advantages of:

a. frying food?

b. stewing food?
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4 Give three examples of food in each case that can be cooked by:

a. frying

b. stewing

Gtrmssmry
he*f: meat from cattle

{*$serii*: maintain; prevent from loss

fritters: fruit, meat, vegetables and other foods covered in
a liquid mixture of flour, eggs and other ingredients
and then fried

season: add flavour to food with salt, PepPer or other spices

wtensi9s: household tools for cooking

r*eipe: a set of instructions for preparing food dishes which
includes a list of required ingredients

ingredients; a list of food items that are combined to make a particular
dish

stewing: a method of cooking food in liquid for a long tirne to
soften it

{xying: a method of cooking food in hot fat or oil
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ln*r*daectiog?

People who work in various fields can be classified into two groups/
namely, sedentary workers and manual workers. The nutritional needs of
the two groups of workers are different.

In Standard 6, you leamt about meal planning and presentation. In this
unif you will:
o plan meals for sedentary workers and manual workers
. prepare/ cook and serve meals for sedentary workers and manual

workers

Awtivl*ies
Activity X Discussing the factors to consider when planning

meals for sedentary workers
L In groups, discuss the meaning of the term'sedentary worker'.

2 List the sedentary workers that you know.

3 Discuss the factors to consider when planning meals for sedentary
workers.

4 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Activity ? Discussing the factors to consider when planning
meals for manual workers

1 In groups, discuss the meaning of the term'manual worker'.

2 List the manual workers that you know.

3 Discuss the factors to consider when planning meals for manual
workers.

4 Report your work to the class for discussion.
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Activity 3 Planning meals for sedentary workers and
manual workers

L In groups, discuss sample meals (menus) for sedentary workers and
manual workers.

2 Plannutritious meals (menus) for sedentary workers and manual
workers.

3 Display your sample meals (menus).

4 Evaluate each others'sample meals (menus).

Activity 4 Preparing, cooking and serving meals for
sedentary workers and manual workers

1 In groups, collect the ingredients for practical work.

2 Observe a demonstration on the preparation and cooking of simple

meals for a sedentary workers and a manual worker.

3 Prepare and cook simple meals for sedentary workers and manual

workers.

4 Observe a demonstration on how to serve meals for sedentary workers

and manual workers.

5 Serve and display your meals for evaluation.

$ummary
Sedentary workers and manual workers are groups of workers whose

nutritional needs have to be met every day. Planning their meals is one way

of making sure that their nutritional needs are met both at home and at

work. The meals should be cooked using the right methods and served

attractively.

Reviww ex#rtise
L What is the difference between a sedentary worker and a manual

worker?

2 List any three methods of cooking that are suitable for sedentary

workers.

3 Why is it important for manual workers to have plenty of fluids in their

meals?
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mea[:

rrnantaaS es*s9<*e:

sedeertarSr vu'*rker:

a set of dishes served and eaten at once

a person who does physical or heavy work

a person who works while sitting at one place
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Erxtrwduxs€Emnt
Laundry involves a lot of processes. One of the processes is removing
stains from garments and articles. There are various types of stains that
may soil garments and articles.

In Standard 6, you learnt about laundering, the materials and equipment
that are used, and the processes that are involved. In this unit, you will:
. identi& different types of stains and how to remove them
. launder a shirt and a blouse made from cotton

&*tivEties
Aetivi8y 3 Discussing different types of stains
1 In groups, discuss the meaning of the term'stain'.

2 Discuss different types of stains that may soil garments.

3 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Aativity 3 Practising how to remove stains from garments
1 In groups, collect materials which can be used to remove stains from

garments.

2 Observe a demonstration on how to remove stains from garments.

3 Remove stains from the garments provided.

4 Wash the garments from which you have removed stains and hang
them out to dry.

5 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Aetivity S Discussing how to launder a shirt and a blouse
1 In groups, discuss the importance of laundering a shirt and a blouse.

2 Identify laundry processes for a shirt and a blouse.

3 Discuss the laundry processes for a shirt and a blouse.

4 Report your work to the class for discussion.
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Activity 4 Practising how to launder a shirt and a blouse I
i

l" In groups/ collect the materials for laundering a shirt and a blouse. 
i

2 Observe a demonstration on how to wash a cotton shirt and blouse. i

3 Practise washing a cotton shirt and blouse.

4 Observe a demonstration on how to iron a cotton shirt and blouse.

5 Practise ironing a cotton shirt and blouse. t

6 Evaluate the work of eadr group.

$ummary
Laundry involves a number of processes. These processes include sorting,
stain removing, soaking washing, rinsing, drying, ironing and storing.
Laundering garments is important because it promotes good health and
makes garments last longer.

Review exercise
1 ltVhat is a stain?

2 Give three examples of stains.

3 How can the following stains be removed:

a. ball point ink?

b. blood?

4 \A/hy is it important to launder outer garments such as shirts and
blouses?

Glossary
stain: a discolour or an undesirable mark on a garment or article

rins*: wash clothes with clean water to remove excess or
remaining soap

laundering: the process of cleaning clothes
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lntr*dssstE*n
A number of activities require the use of various technologies. These
technologies help us to simplify the work we do in the home. In units 7 and
8, you learnt about technologies that are made in schools for marketing and
those that are used in classrooms. In this unit, you will:
. describe technologies for domestic use
. make technologies for domestic use

&ctivities
,&*tivity t Discussing technologies for domestic use
L Discuss the meaning of the term'technologies for domestic use'.

2 Give examples of technologies for domestic use.

3 Look at the technologies for domestic use provided and those drawn
below and:

a. identify the technologies

b. discuss the uses of the technologies

c. discuss how the technologies work

d. discuss the merits and limitations of the technologies

e. suggest improvements that can be made on the technologies

F
M
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a
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t

Activity 2 Making technologies for domestic use

1 In groups, identify problems in your homes that would be solved using

technologies.

2 Discuss the technologies that could be used to soive the problems.

3 Make a technology that can be used to solve one of the problems. These

could include technologies that can be used for knitting, grinding,
sewing, sieving, cooking and winnowing.

4 Test the technologies that you have made.

5 Display the technological devices and conduct a gallery walk to

evaluate each group's technological devices.

$u*mmmry
The technologies for domestic use are those that are used in the home.
These include knitting and sewing needles, grinding stones, charcoal

stoves, clay pots and sieves.

Making such technologies involves a number of steps. These steps include
identifying the problem, finding out more about the problem, planning,

outlining the technological process, making the technological device,
testing the device and evaluating the whole proiess.

ffiwview wxersise
1 \A/hat do you understand by the term'technologies for domestic use'?

2 Give five examples of technologies for domestic use.

3 Give the uses of the technologies you have mentioned in (2) above.

4 Outline the steps that you would follow to make a technology for
domestic use.
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